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It has been noted recently that many Austronesian languages have a category strikingly sim-
ilar to the English perfect, but with some differentiating features. In Oceanic languages, some
such features are a new-state-of-affairs meaning in Toqabaqita (Lichtenberk, 2008), usage in se-
quences/narration in Nêlêmwa (Bril, 2016), or ‘already’ and perfect-like category in Indonesian
called iamitive by Olsson (2013). In this paper I focus on the semantics of perfect in Nafsan (South
Efate), a Southern Oceanic language of Vanuatu. I evaluate the case of Nafsan in comparison to
the semantic approaches developed for perfect (or ‘already’) in genetically related languages: Ja-
vanese (Vander Klok&Matthewson, 2015), Niuean (Matthewson et al., 2015), and Tongan (Koontz-
Garboden, 2007). I conclude that the perfect in Nafsan is indeed a perfect and that some of its
unexpected features can be explained by an aspectual coercion of states into changes of state, as
in Tongan (Koontz-Garboden, 2007).

Nafsan is a tenseless language that obligatorily expresses only realis, irrealis, and perfect on
portmanteau subject markers which then procliticize to other TMA markers and auxiliaries. The
perfect is formed by the paradigm of perfect subject proclitics and the marker pe (Thieberger,
2006). The perfect in Nafsan has most of the functions of the English perfect (Thieberger, 2006),
with the resultative reading as the most common, as in (1). However, according to the corpus
data (Thieberger, 2017) and to my recent fieldwork data (Krajinović, 2017), the perfect behaves
differently from English with states and progressives, as in (2) and (3), where it triggers an inter-
pretation of a change of state.
(1) kineu

1g
kai=pe
1g.pf=pf

pam
eat

natam̃ol
person

i=latol
3g.eal=eight

ki
op

I have eaten eight men. (019.043, Thieberger 2017)
(2) me

but
Meri
Mary

ki=pe
3g.pf=pf

to
pog

mur
laugh

seseerik
little

ButMary started laughing a bit. (AK-017-01, 00:22:23.126-00:22:25.838, from the storyboard
Red Yam (Prince, 2017))

(3) Ku=tae
2g.eal=can

pam
eat

nuankas
fruit

ne,
this

ki=pe
3g.pf=pf

mam.
ripe

You can eat this fruit. It is (already) ripe. (Lionel Emil, 20/11/2017, based on Olsson 2013)
In comparison to the Javanese case where the relevant marker has the meaning of ‘already’ (Van-
der Klok & Matthewson, 2015), Nafsan behaves differently in that, among other things, it does
not necessarily have “lifetime effects”. Instead, the perfect can felicitously be interpreted as past
perfect (4), unlike Javanese ‘already’. Essentially, an ‘already’-marked event can be interpreted
as taking place at a reference time, while the perfect in Nafsan necessarily leads to an anteriority
reading with non-progressive dynamic verbs.
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[Context: A says: I think Colombus came to America in 1700s. B says: No,…]
(4) Colombus

Colombus
ki=pe
3g.pf=pf

pan
go

taasak
come.ashore

wes
3g.obl

1492.
1492

Colombus had already come to its shore in 1492. (AK1-120-01, adapted from the Perfect
questionnaire, example (25) from Dahl 2000)

In case of Niuean perfect, universal and existential perfect readings are not available because
they are incompatible with its inchoative function (Matthewson et al., 2015). However, the perfect
in Nafsan can have universal readings, as in (5).
(5) Nalu-k

hair-1g.po
ga
3g

ki=pe
3g.pf=pf

pram
long

to
stay

1980
1980

mai.
come

My hair has been long since 1980 (still long now). (Lionel Emil, 31/01/2018, based on
Koontz-Garboden 2007:142)

Finally, the perfect in Nafsan seems to be most similar to the analysis of Tongan by Koontz-
Garboden (2007). The change-of-state interpretation of property concepts in Nafsan is obtained
only with the perfect marking (6), or perfect and progressive marking (7). With realis marking,
for instance, the property concepts (=verbs in Nafsan) are interpreted as states, and not changes of
state. This is shown in example (8) in which the mentioned stone is not considered susceptible to
a change in its size. In line with Koontz-Garboden (2007), this shows that the property-denoting
verbs are lexically specified as states and that they undergo aspectual coercion when marked by
perfect. Since Nafsan does not have lexical morphological strategies to indicate a change of state,
the aspectual coercion of states is necessary for this meaning to be achieved.
(6) Kai=pe

1g.pf=pf
mlanr.
cold

I got/am cold. (AK1-016-01, 00:06:19.508-00:06:20.785)
(7) ki=us

3g=follow
nalof-e-n
track3g.dp

panpan
until

ki=pe
3g.pf=pf

tok
pog

malik
dark

nmalko
dark

sa
very

ki=pe
3g.pf=pf

tok
pog

mai
come

He followed its tracks until it was getting dark, deep darkness was coming in. (019.014,
Thieberger 2017)

(8) ku=lek
2g.eal=look

faat
stone

faat
stone

ne
this

faat
stone

nen
that

i=top
3g.eal=big

You look at that stone. That stone is big. (015.033, Thieberger 2017)
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